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contains, or comprises: or its cover: (Th, copies of the or severity; adversity; difi‘i

or its pieces of wood: :) or its curved

pieces of wood : (TA :) or its wood, without [the

4Q‘

thongs called] tL..5\ and other apparatus. (K,

TA.)=Also, both words, Clouds, or thin

clouds, in which is no -water: ($,l_(:) or

clouds appearing, or extending sideways, )3-w.o,)

[in the horizon,] like a mountain [or mountain

range]: (K, TA :) or a cloud like that which is

termed [q.v.], but narrower, and more

distant, and inclining to blachness: (AZ, TA in

I - 0 I 0-» 1

art. vb;-:) pl. .,.»'j.q.\. (TA.) [See also EA-Q-.]

I»,

‘,4? A thing, or things, driven, or brought,

($, A, Mgh, Msb, K,) from one country or town

to another, ($, Mgh, Msb,) orfrom one place to

another, (A, I_{,) for the purpose of traflic;

(Mgh ;) as horses, &c., (K,) camels, (TA,) sheep

or goats, captives or slaves, (Lth,TA,) or any

merchandise: (TA :) and so 'Ei:_.h_;., thus in the

handwriting of the author of the K in his last

copy of that work, and mentioned by more than

one, (MF, [who adds that it is correct, but SM

thinks it a mistake,]) and and 7("K:) I[see this last, belowz] pl. [of the first]

_,:'}\;_-L Hence the prov.,;,~l.;-ll The failure of provisions causes the

camels, driven, or brought, from one place to

another, to be disposed in files for sale. (TA.)

__[And, app., Male camels; like because

they are driven, or brought, from one place to

another, and sold; (see 4;) opposed to ;..l.|’>,

" q.v.]..._Also Persons who drive, or bring, camels

and sheep or goats [§'c.]from one place or country

or town to another, for sale; and so [its pl.]

[In the present day, sig

nifies One who brings slaves from foreign coun

tries, particularly from African countries, for

sale.] =Also, ($, A, K,) and Yhélé-, A,*

Mgh, I_{,) [the former an inf. n., and so, perhaps,

the latter, but often used as simple substs., the

latter more commonly, meaning] Cries, shouts,

noises, or clamour: TA :) or a confusion, or

mixture, (A, Mgh, qfcries or shouts or noises,

(A, Mgh,) or qfcrying or shouting or noise. (K.)

_ And the former, An assembly of men. (TA.)

The small piece qfshin, or the crust,

or scab, (A, that forms over a wound($, A,

1;) when it heals .- (s, 1; =) pl. (A.)_ A

piece qfshin that is put upon the [hind of camel’s

saddle called] (S, [See 4.]_[A

piece of skin in which an amulet is enclosed:

see 4.] __ An amulet upon which is sewed a piece

qfskin: (K:) pl. as above. (TA.)._..A detached

portion of cloud : :) [or] a cloud covering the

shy. (IAz_1r,TA.) [See also is-iq-.]__A piece

of land difi"ering from that which adjoins it; a

patch of ground; _syn. One says,

63'? oil i-e- ~53‘? tr’ WP

lheaning ‘l Verily he is in a good station or posi

tion : see art. tic]. (TA.)_A detached portion

of herbage or pasture. (I_{,“‘ TA.)=Also Seve

rity, or pressure, of time or fortune; ($,I_{;)

like :) and hunger : (so in some copies

of the K :) or rehemence of hunger: (so in other

culty; trouble: (TA :) and a hard, distressful,

or calamitous, year.

law» 54»

34>: see ,_,..\q-, in two places.

(s, A, Mgh, Msb, 1;, &c.) and v.L\Z§.?;

;) the latter mentioned as an ex. of form by

Sb, and thought by Seer to be syn. with the

former, but not explained by any one except the

author of the K; masc. and fem.; (TA ;) A

[woman’s outer wrapping garment called] ii>.Lo:
($ :) or this is its primary signification; but itris

metaphorically applied to other kinds of garments:

(El-Khafzijee, TA :) or a shirt, (K,TA,) abso

lutely: or one that envelopes the whole body .

(TA:) and a wide garment for a woman, less

than the 3.6.:-.L¢: or one with which a woman

covers over her other garments, lihe the i.i.=..Lo:

or the [hind of head-covering called] )l.;a'- : (K :)

so in the M: (TA :) or a garment wider than

the JLQ5-, but less than the .i§,, (Mgh, L,Msb,)

with which a woman covers her head and bosom :

(L:) or a garment shorter, but wider, than the

)\<,5.; the same as the (En-Nadr, TA :)

or a woman's head-covering: [(TA:) or the [kind

of wrapper called] 11:5]: (IAz_tr, TA :) or a gar

ment with which the person is entirely enveloped,

so that not even a hand is left exposed, (Har

p. 162, and TA,) of the hind called 8;"'}'L;, worn

by a woman: (TA :) or a garment, or other

thing, that one uses‘ as a covering: (IF, Msb:)

Q0)

pl. Mgh, Msb.) ._. See also wk»

._1‘ Dominion, sovereignty, or rule [with which

a person -is invested].

and : see in three places.

:_,)h|:;‘-1*: SOC q:)h;:LO_-.

see the next paragraph, last sentence.

05::

Qlqlq-, (K, TA, in the CK Q51‘;-, and so in

the TA in art. tJ)5.,) and without teshdeed, (K,)

[i. e.] 7 ($, Mgh,) and, accord. to some,

also, (Mgh,) not heard by AH11 from

the Arabs of the desert but with teshdeed,

though many others pronounce it without tesh

deed, and pronounced in the latter manner, he

says, it may be a dial. var.; (TA ;) [a col].

gen. 11. ;] A certain plant; (I_{;) or a certain

grain, or seed, of the hind called [i: e.

pulse]; (Msb;) the [grain, or seed, called] )1;.,

which is a thing resembling the v.’.'»l.;: :) or

a dust-coloured, dushy kind of grain or seed,

which is coohed; of the colour ofthe (_,5Lo, except

in its being of a more dushy shade; but larger:

(T, TA :) a certain hind ofgrain or seed, resem

bling the Ufihe, of the hind called well

hnown : (TA :) [a common kind of cetch, or pea,

the common lathyrus, or blue chichling vetch, the

lathyrus sativus of Linn., is called in Upper

Egypt, and by some of the people of Lower

Egypt also, :] n. un. with 8. (TA.)=

Ana the am, (K,) and V§,\l_i-_’., (TA,) and

1 (MF, on the authority of Ibn-El

Jowzee,) [like and or A

thing lihe a .,:£;q- [or sword-ease], of skin, or

leather, (K, TA,) in which is put the sword

sheathed, and in which the rider puts his whip

and implements §'c., and which he hangs upon the

or the L241; [see these tyvo words] of the
'5)

camel’s saddle; derived from Zak; meaning “ a

piece of skin that is put upon a.__,.:.‘.i:” (TA :)

or the case of the sword-sheath, or scab

bard: :) or’ G’$;-H occurring in a

trad., signifies the case with its contents :

or the sword and bow and the like, which require

some trouble to draw forth and use in fight; not

such a weapon as_the lance. (L, TA.)-_= Also

the am, and Y f,\§i.f., (K, TA,) or V (so

in the CI_(,) A clamorous man; or one who makes

a confused crying or shouting or noise. (K, TA.)

see the next preceding paragraph, in

two places.

215:: 2:3

¢.»L,.L=_- and ¢uL._.Lq-: ,__,,_
.. -

,\31-01: 3-_ r6 see A:‘}?'

a.»L'.,Lq- and 4.aL'.._..\q-:

9

__,.,i.;., applied to a male slave, (A, Mgh, 14,)

One who is brought from one place or country

or town to another [for sale]: ($, or one

who is brought to the country of the Muslims

D

[for sale]: (Mgh:) pl. andIt is also applied [in like manner] to a woman:

pl. and (Ll_1,l_(.)

A thing that is driven or brought from

one place or country or town to another for sale;

(T, $, TA ;) such as an aged she-camel, and a

he-camel, and a young she-camel such. as is called

(_,¢;\3, and any other thing; but not applied to '

stallion-camels ofgenerous race, that are used for

procreation : pl. or the pl. signifies camels

that are brought it; a man sojourning at a water,

who has not means of carriage; wherefore they

put him [a-nd his companions or goods J12]

thereon : (TA :) or Z._v,.Lq- signifies male camels :

[see also Ldqf-:] or camels that are laden with

the goods or utensils tj"c. of the people : and it is

used alike as pl. and sing. See Llé, with

which it is syn. (I_{.)

see Lia:-.._Also -[An afected habit

or disposition. (lbn-Abi-l-Ijladeed, 1\IF

see

Rose-water: an arabicized word, (K,)

from the Persian (TA.)

and i 4%l and 7 (K, TA) and

,0);

(c1_<) and and viii.-._.t._., (1_<,

TA,) applied to a woman, Clamorous, noisy, very

loquacious or garrulous, and of evil disposition :

(K,TA:) or signifies, thus applied, rude

and coarse: (TA :) the J in this word is not a

substitute for the ) in [which has a similar

meaning]: for it is from (IJ, TA.)

1I¢'D ’

_‘_',s\.;. (A) and V.-’i;i_\.,'. (L) and 1:4,... (rm

p. 194 &c.) [all signify] {A cause ofbringing or

drawing or attracting or procuring of a thing:

(Her p. 194, in explanation of the last:) thus

rd’!

é.::a.J\ means 1 the cause of drawing tears :




